SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

SUBJECT: Final Update: Campus Resumes Normal Ops Wednesday
SITREP #: 20190129.2
ISSUED: Tuesday, January 29, 2019 at 4:00 PM

OVERVIEW
The NWS canceled the Winter Weather Advisory earlier today as ample sunshine and wind have dried most surfaces of any residual moisture. The forecasted arctic air mass is arriving with a bit less depth, so temperatures should fall into the upper to mid-20s overnight tonight. While there is some possibility of isolated black ice on the roadways Wednesday morning, most major roadways and campus roadways have been treated following the rain. We expect travel conditions to remain generally safe overnight and into Wednesday morning. Given the current conditions and forecast, the President announced a resumption of normal operations for Wednesday.

Also note for timekeeping purposes, Campus Closed Time was effective from 8AM – 4PM today.

PRIMARY HAZARDS
Isolated patches of ice on untreated roadways and walkways.

NEXT STEPS
- The Georgia Tech Police Department will monitor campus roadway conditions overnight and communicate any icy areas to GT Facilities and Parking.
- Both Facilities and Parking will have crews on campus early Wednesday to address any lingering icy patches.
- Report any icy areas to GTPD at 404-894-2500 or through the LiveSafe app.
- Follow the GT Office of Emergency Management on twitter @gtpdalerts.
- For the latest forecast information, please visit the National Weather Service at http://weather.gov/atlanta.